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Abstract

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) has become a
medical threat to the survival of human beings. Transfusion of AIDS
virus  may  cause  due  to  drug  addiction  through  needles,  use  of
unsterilized  equipments,  AIDS  affected  blood  transfusion  and
interaction as well as illicit sexual relations etc.  Anti HIV/Aids vaccine
are expensive and also yield poor results. Present study was conducted
to know the role of Islamic values in AIDS prevention. Secondary data
is reviewed for this paper due to lack of potential respondents. Due to
the  observance  of  Islamic  values  a  little  population  of  Muslims  are
suffering  from  AIDS  as  compare  to  non  Muslims.  Regarding  the
prevention of HIV/AIDS the practice of circumcision, ban on unnatural
sex and extra marital relations, loyalty and sincerity to wife, punishment
for  sexual  offenders  and  polygamy  for  sexual  satisfaction  are
contributing  in  the  prevention  of  AIDS  and  the  avoidance  of
pornography.

Introduction 

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) has become an
alarming medical and social threat to human society. In the last 25 years,
since its discovery, HIV/AIDS has spread to every corner of the globe
(Sabur  and Charnleym,  n.d).  Millions  of  people  have  died  of  it  and
millions may get  infected in future (Kagimu, Said and Hogle,  2007).
Statistics show that in 2012, there were 35.3 million people living with
HIV  and  1.5  million people  died  of  AIDS  in  2013.  Globally,  there
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were 3.2  million children  living  with  HIV  in  2013,  240,000  new
infections among children, and 190,000 AIDS deaths (UNAIDS, 2013).
AIDS virus  can  spread  through,  for  example  drug  addiction  through
needles, use of unsterilized surgical equipments, blood transfusion and
unprotected/illegal sexual relations and practices (Sabur and Charnley,
n.d). 

However,  despite  the  Medical  Scientists’  struggle  for  the
preparation of Anti HIV vaccine, the development of anti-HIV drugs and
vaccines, so far, has unsatisfactory results in the control of this epidemic
(Rambaut  et  al.,  2004). Under  the  given  conditions  only  preventive
measures  could  help in  the  control  of  AIDS (Kagimu,  Walakira  and
Said, 2007). In this connection, research studies show that the practice of
Islamic  values  have  been  proved  very  significant  in  the  control  and
prevention of AID/HIV. One evidence is that compared to non-Muslims,
Muslims  population  have  been  least  affected  by  it.  In  fact,  Islam
advocates the practices and behavior which are considered vital in the
prevention of HIV/ AIDS (Speakman, 2012).  For example the practice
of circumcision, ban on extra marital relations, loyalty and sincerity to
wife,  punishment  for  sexual  offenders  and  polygamy  for  sexual
satisfaction.  Islam forbids  pornography and extra  marital  relations  in
society  and  aware  its  followers  regarding  the  consequences  of  these
negative practices. For example the Holy prophet Muhammad said “"If
immorality and lewdness spreads in a nation, Allah will afflict them with
diseases that their forefathers were not afflicted with"(Ibne-Maja, page
no 290). However,  the spreading of AIDS and HIV virus in Muslim
societies  can  be  argued  is  a  consequence  of  the  declining  religious
values, immorality and sex free environment,  and easy availability of
porn  literature  on  print  and  electronic  media.  This  paper  aims  to
highlight the medical importance of the Islamic practices and values and
its role in the prevention and reduction of AIDS.  

Methodology  

Due to the dearth of reliable hospital records and AIDS patients
in Pakistan, this paper is based upon secondary information. Systematic
review of the medical and Islamic literature regarding the prevention of
AIDS was conducted from secondary sources such as books, journals,
research articles and online internet articles and blogs.
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The  Role  of  Islamic  Practices  in  the  Prevention  of
HIV/AIDS

The preceding sections shed light on those Islamic practices and
values  which  have  significant  relationship  with  the  control  and
prevention of AIDS/HIV virus. Some of these practices and values are: 

1. Male Circumcision 

Male  circumcision  is  a  Sunnah  in  the  religion  Islam. This
practice can be traced back to the time of the Prophet Ibraheem (Peace
Be Upon Him), when Allah commanded him to circumcise himself, his
son, Ishmael, and all his male family members, and he followed Allah's
order.  Allah  ordered  Prophet  Mohammad  (Peace  Be  Upon  Him)  to
follow the religion of Ibraheem (Peace Be Upon Him). Allah says in the
Holy Qur'an:   

"Then  we  inspired  you:  'Follow
the  religion  of  Ibraheem,  the
upright  in  Faith'."[The  Holy
Qur'an 16:123].              

The  Prophet  Mohammad  (Peace  Be  Upon  Him)  said:  "The
Prophet  Ibrahim  circumcised  himself  when  he  was  eighty  years
old." (Related by Al-Bukhari, volume 1 page no 473). 

Similarly  the  Prophet  Mohammad  (Peace  be  upon  him)
described the following characteristics of religion Islam:

 Circumcision. 
 Removing pubic hair
 Clipping the mustache
 Paring the nails and
 Plucking  the  hair  under  the  armpits."(Abu  Hurayra  reported

Hadith in Muslim, in Chapter: Tahara, Volume 1 page no 128).

The medical  experts  have reached to the  conclusion that  one
aspect of the circumcision practice is the reduction and prevention of
sexually  transmitted  diseases.  Before  the  twenty-first  century  the
practice  of  male  circumcision  was  considered  to  be  a  cultural  or
religious  practice.  However,  presently  the  medical  practioners  and
researchers consider circumcision an inevitable practice because it is one
of the effective measures of HIV/AIDS prevention (Szabo and Short,
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2000). Organizations like UNAIDS also recommend male circumcision
as a means of HIV prevention. In a research study it was found that adult
circumcised  male  having  60%  chances  of  protection  from  HIV  as
compared  to  those  adult  male  who  were  not  circumcised.  Research
reveals that circumcision reduces the sexual transmission of HIV from
women to men (Wang,  Duke and Schmid,  2009).  Male  circumcision
improves hygiene and can reduce a man’s chance of getting some Sexual
Transmitted Diseases (Weiss,   2008). It also facilitates the cleanliness
and dryness of the penis.  Keeping in view the role of male circumcision
in the prevention of HIV, the Population Council and Gates Foundation
conducted a meeting to discuss operational aspects of male circumcision
in  2000  and  2007  (see,  e.g.,
http://www.popcouncil.org/pdfs/circumcision.pdf).  Further,  the  Eastern
and Southern Africa Consultation on Safe Male Circumcision and HIV
Prevention meeting was held in Harare in 2006.  During this meeting
male  circumcision  was  being  recognized  an  important  preventive
measure of HIV, and circumcision was strongly recommended for AIDS
reduction  (WHO,  2007).  The  year  2008  is  seen  as  pivotal  in  the
acceptance of scale-up as an HIV prevention strategy and the beginning
of male circumcision programs in African countries (Ibid). For example
in Zimbabwe where the infection rate of HIV is 15% of the country’s
total  population,  circumcision  campaign  is  promoted  by
parliamentarians. More than 170 Zimbabwean members parliament and
parliamentary  workers  were  to  be  circumcised  to  motive  the  masses
regarding male circumcision. All 150 male members of the 175 have
committed  to  being  circumcised,  while  its  female  members  are
encouraging  their  husbands  and boyfriends  to  undergo the  procedure
(Thornycroft and Aislinn, 2012). 

2. Control over sexual drives/desires  

Islam  acknowledges  the  biological  drives  of  human  beings
including  sexual  desires.  However  this  drive  need  to  be  fulfilled
according to certain norms and regulations set by Islam.  This implies
that  sex  drive  needs  to  be  address  in  a  reasonable  way i.e.  it  is  not
disdainful to satisfy this desire, nor should it be neglected  (Al-Sheha,
N.D). 

In Islam the concept of Jihad (Holy War) has many facets and
exercised in many forms, including the struggle to subjugate biological
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drives/sex.  Muslims  are  emphasized  to  develop  a  strong  moral  and
spiritual  strength in order to overcome their  desires,  which may urge
men  towards  evil  deeds.  The  prophet  Mohammad  has  declared  the
subjugation of human desires, the ‘biggest Jihad’, because it is not easy
for  anyone  to  control  the  tempting  desires  of  his  or  her  soul
(International  Centre  for  Promotion  of  the  Islamic  Approach  to
HIV/AIDS, 2007). The Islamic concept of Jihad (Holy War) from AIDS
perspective means that Muslims should struggle to control their (sexual)
behavior for their own, families and community welfare in the context of
HIV prevention.  Islam is playing a dominant role in the control of AIDS
in the sense that it motivates its followers not to indulge in extra marital
relations. In this regard there are so many verses in the holy Quran and
sayings of the prophet Mohammad. Quran says:

 "Those who guard their sexual organs
except  with  their  spouses  or  those
whom  their  right  hands  possess,  for
(with regard to them) they are without
blame.  But those who crave something
beyond that  are transgressors." (Quran,
23:5-7).

“Say to the believing men that they cast
down their looks and guard their sexual
organs;  that  is  purer  for  them,  surely
Allah is aware of what they do. And say
to the believing women that  they cast
down their looks and guard their sexual
organs” (Quran 24:30-1).

“And come not near to unlawful sexual
intercourse.  Verily  it  is  a  faahisha  (a
great  sin)  and  an  evil  way” (Quran,
17:32)."Nor come nigh to adultery: for
it  is  a  shameful  (deed)  and  an  evil,
opening  the  road  (to  other
evils)." (Quran, 17: 32).

3. Islamic emphasizes on the practice of marriage
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Islam emphasizes on the practice of marriage and considers it as
an important Sunnah of the Prophet Mohammad. In contemporary time
youth as well as their parents hesitate to marry off their children due to
economic  hurdles  and  harmful  cultural  practices  such  as  dowry,
particularly  in  India,  Bangladesh  and Pakistan.  Islam does  not  favor
permanent celibacy due to poor economic conditions and urges on the
practice of marriage. Islam has ordered Muslims to assist the one who
wants to marry. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:

'If you are approached by a man (whose manners
and religion you are satisfied with) then get him
married;  for  if  you  do  not,  Fitnah  [trials  and
strife] and evil will prevail.' (Haakim)

Islam encourages guardians to make the marriage practice simple and
uncomplicated. The Messenger of Allah said:

‘A sign  of  woman's  Barakah  [i.e.  goodness]  is
ease  in  her  engagement,  dowry  and  labor  [i.e.
child birth]. (Haakim)

Islam commands Muslims to get married and not  fear poverty. Allah
says:

“And marry those among you who are  single
[i.e. a man who has no wife and the woman who
has no husband]  and  [also marry]  the  salihun
[pious,  fit  and  capable  ones]  of  your  [male]
slaves and maid-servants. If they are poor, Allah
will enrich them out of His bounty. And Allah
is All-Sufficient for His creatures’ needs [about
the state of the people] (Quran, 24:32).

The Prophet Mohammad said:

‘Allah will surely help three people; the mujaahid
[Muslim fighter] in the path of Allah, the one who
marries in order to safeguard himself and to seek
chastity,  and  the  slave  who  seeks  to  buy  his
freedom.’ (Haakim)
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The Qur’an has given an exemplary paradigm to Muslim youth on how
to deal with sexual desire, and how to suppress it. In the story of Yousef.
Allah says:

“And she, in whose house he was, sought to seduce
him  [to do an evil act], and she closed the doors
and  said:  ‘Come  on,  O  you.’  He  said:  ‘I  seek
refuge in Allah! Truly,  he  [your husband]  is  my
master! He made my living in a great comfort! [So
I  will  never  betray him].  Verily,  the  wrongdoers
will never be successful. And indeed she did desire
him, and he would have inclined to her desire, had
he not seen the evidence of his Rubb. Thus it was
that we might turn away from him evil and illegal
sexual  intercourse.  Surely,  he  was  one  of  our
chosen slaves” (Quran, 12:23-4).

From the above Quranic verses and saying of the holy prophet it
is  concluded  that  Islam emphasis  on  marriage  for  adults  as  soon  as
possible and urges to make marriage practices simple and affordable.
Islam also directs the Muslims to help a person who wants to marry but
could  not  due  to  poverty.  A  married  person  according  to  Islamic
philosophy has  complete  eman compared to  unmarried person.  If  the
Islamic values of marriage are violated then people will go for unfair
means  to  satisfy  their,  sexual,  needs  which  may cause  the  spread of
sexually transmitted diseases including AIDS.  

4. Islamic concept of polygamy and AIDS prevention   

In  some  societies  due  to  various  demographic  reasons  men
population is less than women. For example the ratio of men to women
in Australia is 47.7 % to 53.93%, Germany 48.02 to 51.89, France 48.99
to51.01, Spain 48.94 to 51.06 and USA is 48.58 to 51.42.   War and
conflicts could be one of the potential reason limiting men population in
a  society.  For  example  in  World  War  I  (1914-18)  about  8  million
soldiers  were  killed  besides  a  huge  number  of  male  civilians.   The
difference  in  number  of  men  and  women  is  a  permanent  problem
existing  in  both  war  and  peace  situations  (Khan,  1994).  The
demographic  imbalance  can  cause  serious  problems  for  a  society
including  marriage  issues.  In  such  conditions  the  Islamic  practice  of
polygamy is considered to be the best solutions because it not only give
men the opportunity of more variety and sexual satisfaction in a legal
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way but also can balance the population in case of less men and more
men in a society. Khan (1994) argues that the concept of mistress (A
woman who has sexual intercourse with and often, is supported by a
man for a more or less extended ‘period of time without being married
to him) is in fact an illegal polygamy and exists in those countries where
there  are  legal  constraints  on  polygamy  or  polygamy  is  socially
condemned. Thus illicit sexual relation of a man with different women at
different times can cause the prevailing of HIV.

However,  the  Islamic  polygamy has  certain  conditions  to  be
observed by men. Regarding polygamy Quran says: “If you fear that you
cannot treat  orphans with fairness,  then you may marry such women
(widowed) as seem good to you: two, three or four of them. But if you
fear that you cannot do justice, marry one only” (Quran, 4:3). Although
Islam allows polygamy but  on the condition that  the  husband should
equally  and  fairly  treat  all  the  wives  and  their  children  from  other
husband (if she has).   

5. Islam condemn unnatural sexual practices  

Homosexuality and  bisexuality is  considered one of the main
causes of AIDS (Khan 1994). For example in United States men who
have sex with men (MSM) remain the group most heavily affected by
HIV  (CDC,  2014).  Center  for  Disease  Control  estimates  that  MSM
represent approximately 4 percent of the male population in the United
States but  male-to-male sex accounted for more than three-fourths of
new  HIV  infections  among  men  and  nearly  two-thirds  of  all  new
infections  in  2010 (Center  for  Disease control  and  prevention,  2014;
Bayati, 2006).  In some countries, men who have sex with men, are at
significant risk. HIV prevalence rates are estimated to be 19 times higher
among men who have sex with men (KFF, 2014).  Khan (1994) argues
that homosexuality is strictly prohibited in Islam. In this regard the holy
prophet  said  “Do not  approach to  women  from the  anus”  (Tirmidi).
Islam permits only anal sex with wife. 
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On other occasion it is reported  

“Allah will not look at the face of he who has committed sodomy with
his wife”.(Ibn Majah).

The practice of gays is also mentioned in the Holy Qur’an, that in the
community of prophet Lut, where men had sexual relations with other
men  were  punished  for  (Sabur  &  Charnley,  n.a).  In  this  connection
Quran says:

 “We also (sent)  Lut: He said to his people
‘Do ye commit lewdness such as no people in
creation (ever) committed before you? For ye
practice  your  lusts  on  men in  preference  to
women: ye are indeed a people transgressing
bounds’. And the answer of his people was no
other  than that  they said:  Turn them out  of
your town, surely they are a people who seek
to purify (themselves)” (Quran 7:80-82).

“Would ye really approach men in your lusts rather than women? Nay,
you are a people who act ignorantly!” (Quran 27:55).

6. Islamic concept of punishment for sexual offenders    

Islam  encourages,  facilitates  and  simplified  the  practice  of
marriage in order to provide a legal outlet to the sexual energy and to
avoid sexual crimes (Noor,  2013). The Prophet said: “O assembly of
young  men,  those  of  you  who  find  the  means  to  do  so  should  get
married.”  He  also  said:  “If  a  man  whose  religion  and  fidelity  are
pleasing  to  you approaches  you  for  marriage,  then  get  him married.
Otherwise, there will be a lot of turmoil and corruption on Earth.”  The
Quran states: 

“And  marry  the  unmarried  among  you  and  the
righteous  among  your  male  slaves  and  female
slaves.  If  they  should  be  poor,  Allah  will  enrich
them  from  His  bounty,  and  Allah  is  all-
Encompassing and knowing.” (Quran 24:32). 

Moreover  the  Quran  has  also  suggested  other  measures  for
Muslims  e.g.  avoiding  of  sexually  attractive  dresses,  temptation  etc.
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Islam also directs the husband and wife to fulfill the sexual desires of
each other (Noor, 2013). Islam first fulfills the sexual desires of adult
human beings  through the  practice  of  marriage.  However  those  who
commit  sexual  crimes  after  marriage,  then  there  is  the  concept  of
punishment for the offenders. 

Regarding sexual offender Quran says:

 “If two persons among you are guilty of lewdness,
punish them both. If they repent and amend, leave
them alone” (4:16). 

Indeed the prescribed punishment in Islam for (adultery) is to
stone the convicted person to death. However the Islamic punishment
for sexual offenders has its own procedure.  This law (stoning to death
of sexual offender) is applicable only in an Islamic state, where the case
of adultery is brought to a court of sharia and the crime is proved by the
prosecution in the Shariah Court either by a confession of the person
him/her self, or by producing four honorable witnesses who actually saw
the person in the actual act of illegal sexual intercourse. However if any
confusion or ambiguity to prove the crime in the court, regarding such
situation  the holy  prophet  said “Prevent  the  application of  hadd (the
punishment proposed by God for various crimes including illegal sexual
relations)  as  much  as  you  can.  If  convicted  of  the  accused  crime
(adultery)  is proved in the Shariah Court, the Judge will then sentence
death through stoning according to the Shariah ( Islamic law) (Borno
State Council Of Ulama, 2006).

But in the situation when the case ( of adultery) is not brought to
a Islamic Court  and offender seek forgiveness from the core of heart
from Allah. It also necessary the offender will have strong intention of
not repeating the same action. It is expected that God will forgive such
an offender (Borno State Council of Ulama, 2006).

The Islamic punishment for sexual offenders can take the life of
few offenders but  can protect  a large section of the society from the
sexually transmitted diseases including sex. However the lack of Islamic
punishment for sexual offenders has threatened the life of a large section
of the population.  For example in the United States,  there have been
more than 700,000 reported cases of AIDS since 1981. The Centers for
Disease  Control  and  Prevention  (CDC)  estimates  that  as  many  as
900,000 Americans may have HIV. AIDS is now the fifth leading cause
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of death among people between the ages of 25 and 44 in this country
(National  Institutes  of  Health  HIV/AIDS  Fact  Sheet,  2000).  This
increasing human loss can be controlled both by awarding punishment
for the sexual offenders.

Overall, the article encapsulates that different Islamic practices
and values have been proved vital in the prevention of AIDS/HIV virus.
It can be argued that HIV virus is least affecting the Muslim societies
because of the practices of Islamic values. Presently the leading medical
forums and research institutes advocates for the Islamic way of life as a
significant protective measure against HIV virus.   

Conclusion 

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is  a medical
threat to the survival and well being of humans. The medical treatment
of HIV/AIDS is expensive as well as ineffective. The threat of this evil
may be minimized with the  help of  awareness  campaigns as  well  as
healthy practices. Islam stress upon certain practices which can help a
lot in the reduction of HIV/AIDs. The role of Islamic values regarding
AIDS prevention is evident from a research study where it is found that
as compare to non Muslims, a little population of Muslims is suffering
from AIDS because Islam advocates such practices and behavior which
are considered less risky behavior regarding HIV/ AIDS.  The practice
of  circumcision,  ban  on  unnatural  sex  and   extra  marital  relations,
loyalty  and  sincerity  to  wife,  punishment  for  sexual  offenders  and
polygamy for sexual satisfaction are contributing in the prevention of
AIDS and the avoidance of pornography 
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